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FROM THE EDITOR

EDITORIAL

There are probably two types of readers ﬂipping through this particular issue right now: those of you who
are rejoicing about your much-earned freedom post-SPM, and those of you who’ve already begun fretting
about the future and what it is to bring.

Myra Mitha
Assistant Content Manager
Christine Phoa
Content Executive
Ilyana Irni
Graphic Designer
Angelique F. Parungao
Raveeta Kumari Agarwal
Geert Sturm
Contributing Writer
Soundus Hussam
Intern-Graphic Designer

A word of advice? Always expect the unexpected, and never stop trying for the best. Whether you’re
an A-grade student or an average one, it’s never too late - nor too early - to reﬂect on and start working
towards your dreams. The New Year’s looming in the distance as well, now; why not, this time around,
skip past the cliche resolutions and instead aim to build yourself? To build yourself wherein you are a
force to be reckoned with. Where no hurdles will scathe you, no frenemy will bring you down. Because
whether you’re 17 or 20 or 25 or even 30, there’s always, always room to grow. To be better, to do better.
And what a better moment to do so than at this current moment in time? At this moment in time where
you are potentially deciding on the rest of your lives?
We’re not trying to stack on the pressure on you, here, because we do know, being of Asian descent,
there’s probably quite a lot of that coming your way already, right? Whether it’s your parents or your
friends or your ex-teachers, someone’s always trying to push you towards a path you may not fully want
to tread. In between it all, what you must, must remember is that your life is about nothing and no one
else besides YOU. You have the key which will unlock your own future, so it is you and you alone who
must decide on it.
There’s always time to change your mind, of course. Decide on what suits you or what would be best
for you in the near and far-oﬀ future. I, for one was aiming to be a Psychology graduate. All throughout
my Pre-University A-Levels course, right up to entering University itself. Then, one ﬁne night, inspiration
struck; I’d always been overwhelmingly passionate about reading and writing...so why not create a career
out it? I remember leaving my bedroom at 4am that morning to have sahur with my family, where I broke
the news to them. That morning in itself, I put the gears in motion towards my new goal. And here I am,
now, writing to you, as Assistant Content Manager of a magazine I’m proud to be working on. It’s taken
a while, but - you get there, eventually. Nothing good in life is meant to come to you, served on a silver
platter. You have your ups and down, and you, depending on how you choose to approach them, you
either bloom or are washed away with the tide.
That is why, for the second year in a row, we’ve launched our After-SPM Supplement in our Guidebook and this time around, it’s bigger and better than ever (along with our Study Abroad and Courses and
Careers sections as well)! To help guide you towards the best version of you, whether you are already
decided on your career, your Pre-University course or not, we’ve made sure there’s something in this
issue for each and every one of you. Curious about a particular Study Abroad Destination or Course?
Drop us an email at editorial@easyuni.com! Plus, we always appreciate feedback as well.
I’m Myra, by the way - it’s an absolute pleasure to meet you, and I’m hoping you’ll be tagging along with
us for our future Guidebook Issues as well. We’ve got something special in the works for our next issue,
so keep a lookout for it, come March. And now - onwards to the future!

See you then.
10
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Myra

Meet the talented people
we worked with in this issue

our
contributors

RAVEETA KUMARI AGARWAL
Born and brought up in the heart of KL, Raveeta is a psychologist by
profession, poet by passion, writer by preference and philosopher by
pursuit. With a daily to-do list and her heart on her sleeve,
she lives her life one day at a time.
You won’t find her at a bar on a Saturday night
- but at home, snuggled in with a novel.

ANGELIQUE PARUNGAO

EasyUni’s former Content manager is a walking contradiction.
She's OC, but messy. She's cloistered, but worldly. She's sensitive,
but a toughie. She may be someone today and another tomorrow.
But despite her incongruity, her age will forever be the same.
She's always 12.
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Intelligent Machines:

How Can Our Students Compete?

by Yasmin Sarwar,
Chief Education
Oﬃcer at Oxford
International
College

There is a lot of uncertainty about how artiﬁcial
intelligence might develop in the future and whether it will be a force of good in society. Some people
even speculate that machines will eventually pose
an existential threat to humanity. One thing we do
know for certain is that if artiﬁcial intelligence
doesn’t kill us, it will deﬁnitely take our jobs. Boston
Consulting Group predicts that by 2025, up to a
quarter of jobs will be replaced by either smart
software or robots, while a study from Oxford
University has suggested that 35% of existing UK
jobs are at risk of automation in the next 20 years 1.
One of our duties as educators is to prepare
students for the future. But how schools and teachers prepare students for a world where many jobs
are at risk of being taken by artiﬁcial intelligence?
The problem is that is not just unskilled jobs that are
at threat from intelligent machines. According to
Professor Andre Spicer, from Cass Business School,
A.I will “quickly replace many forms of complex
knowledge work ranging from lawyers to librarians,
professors to policy analysts" 2. This sentiment is
echoed by founder of Google, Eric Schmidt, who
explains that machines can now even do healthcare
work better than a human being can: “Recently we
[tested] diabetic retinopathy, where your blood
vessels change shape in your eye, causing blindness,” he says. “We can diagnose it more accurately
than an ophthalmologist.” Why? “Because we see
more eyes, we see a million eyes and an ophthalmologist may see 10,000.” 3 Even jobs that require
specialist knowledge and years of study look as
though they may potentially be taken by artiﬁcial
intelligence in the future.
1

It is therefore no longer enough just to train somebody to be a lawyer, a healthcare professional or a
journalist. We must also teach our students to be
able to do things that machines can’t. This is the only
way we can make the students of today employable
tomorrow. Machines will never be able to think
creatively and innovatively, communicate eﬀectively and persuasively, demonstrate compassion and
emotional intelligence. These are the qualities that
we must develop in our students in order for them to
have a value in the job market and gain competitive
edge over machines.
These soft skills are diﬃcult to measure or quantify;
it would be very diﬃcult to mark or grade these
things. But this does not mean that we should
neglect them in schools. Teaching these skills is
essential in a society where jobs that don’t require
creativity are increasingly being taken by artiﬁcial
intelligence or being outsourced to countries where
people can do them more cheaply.
Developing creativity in aspirational students is
fundamentally important because they will be
agents for change in the future. These students need
to be able to come up with creative solutions to the
problems we face as a global society: global warming; overpopulation; economic instability; social
injustice; prejudice in all its forms. Artiﬁcial intelligence is a useful tool as long as it serves us.
But machines will never be able come up with imaginative ways to tackle some of our most pressing
problems. Uniquely, human beings are able to
imagine a world that is better for everyone and
create in order to build it.

Get in touch with us on
admissions@oxcoll.com
to ﬁnd out how Oxford International
College integrates the above principles
into its curriculum.

Intelligent Machines: The jobs robots will steal ﬁrst, Jane Wakeﬁeld, http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-33327659
Man vs machine: A.I. could put you out of a job, Luke Graham, http://www.cnbc.com/2016/03/17/man-vs-machine-ai-could-put-you-out-of-a-job.html
3
Google's Eric Schmidt: There's no question AI will put jobs at risk, but it's natural, Madhumita Murgia 13 MARCH 2016
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/2016/03/11/googles-eric-schmidt-theres-no-question-ai-will-put-jobs-at-risk/
2

Happenings

Got your eyes on that awesome pair of shoes? Get ready to shop ‘till you drop!
Malaysia’s Year End Sale is back for a whole month, attracting many locals and
internationals to great deals and discounts.

2-3

Join in with 80,000 others to discover pathways to future courses and careers!
The Facon Education Fair invites more than 600 participating and represented
education institutions from Malaysia, China, Germany, Japan, Korea, Singapore,
USA and many more.

8

The Superstar Dutch DJ is coming back to
KL Live for an awesome night out. He’ll be
performing along with many other DJs such
as our local Goldfish and Blink, Bate, Jhin,
HyperEmBeats and Hulkas. Tickets are
already out; grab them before they run out!
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denofgeek.com

14

Hop aboard the Millennium Falcon for the
highly-anticipated sequel to the new Star
Wars trilogy this December.

Christmas Day

25
8-17

This is for all you book lovers! The
annual Big Bad Wolf Book Sale will be
returning to KL with the people’s pick
of 4 million books to buy at a discount
rate of 75 to 95%.

Put out the cookies and glass of milk because
Santa is coming to town! Christmas is one of
our favorite celebrations that bring families
and friends together, it’s the best time to
open up your long awaited presents - and sing
along to Christmas songs as you stroll through
shopping malls.

bigbadwolfbooks.com

1-31

concertkaki.com

1Malaysia
Year End Sale
2017

Festivals, fairs, concerts and sales; what a way to end the year!

malaysia.travel

DECEMBER

JANUARY

From the looks of it, 2018 seems pretty promising and eventful,
judging by the first month of the year - let’s make the most of it.

NEW YEAR
5. 4. 3. 2. 1!

1

prworldwidelive.com

trailers.tube

illumirun.com

greateasternlife.com

i.dailymail.co.uk

Will you be joining the
crowds in KL to ring
in the New Year?

Participate in a 5-kilometer
non-competitive party run
with great music and a splash
of neon at Selangor Turf Club!
The party even continues
after the race with a dance
extravaganza hosted by
local talents and DJs.

13 26
Welcoming the final movie
to the Maze Runner trilogy
– ‘The Death Cure’. Join
Thomas as he embarks
on a mission to find a
cure to the man-made
“Flare” disease, which
turns people into
brain-eating zombies.

FEBRUARY

VALENTINE

Love is in the air! Today is the
special day for love, so grab
your partners and treat them
like kings or queens, surprise
them, and coat them in a layer
of sugary sweetness. However,
if you’re single and ready to
mingle, KL is the place where
the events and parties are at
this whole month.

Grammy Award-winning Imagine
Dragons are coming by Malaysia to
bring you the ‘Thunder’ with their
The Evolve World Tour in Shah
Alam! Tickets are already out for
sale from RM188.

6

Jay Chou
Live in KL
Get ready to sing and
dance your heart out
to Jay Chou during
his “The Invincible”
Concert Tour at
Stadium Merdeka.
It’s definitely not a
concert to be missed!

Make the most of the shortest month of the year
with your loved ones by your side.

Fall in love with Marvel’s latest (and
most diverse!) superhero and cast yet:
Black Panther. We saw and loved him in
Captain America: Civil War, and are
itching to watch him take the throne in
his own stand-alone movie this month.

27

Gong Xi Fa Cai! It’s the Year of the Dog, so
get ready to ‘balik kampung’ for tons of
good food, good company, good old red
packets, plus not to mention, the entertaining firecrackers and lion dances!

14 15 16-17
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Just wrapped up your SPM and
have some burning questions
about the future? The EasyUni
counselling team has the answers!

I don’t have a Malaysian Embassy in my country.
How do I obtain the visa after receiving VAL?

Chantel, 19

Typically students are required to visit the closest country which has a Malaysian Embassy
and obtain the entry visa from there. Please note that for some countries students can enter
Malaysia and don’t have to go to the Malaysian Embassy due to visa on arrival.
Sayed

I'm planning to come to Malaysia to study;
do I need to take IELTS?

Aras, 18

Yes, we highly recommend that you have an IELTS 5.5 band
and above for degree and diploma and a 6.5 band for MBA –
these are generally mandatory course requirements.
Michelle
I just ﬁnished up my SPM, but I’m not sure which pre-university course to take,
there are so many! I am hoping to study abroad in the USA
so can you suggest which course would be the best ﬁt for me?

Siti Salmi, 17

For countries such as the USA, it is always best to consider taking a pre-university
course which is recognised worldwide, two examples being A-Levels or the STPM.
Flip through to page 30 to ﬁnd out more about pre-university courses in our
Ultimate After-SPM Guide!
Michelle
1
2
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The deadline for my university application is fast approaching but I won’t
Emily, 18

have my A-Level results until it’s too late! What do I do?

You may request for forecast results from your school or
college, along with reference letters from your teachers.
With these, students can generally apply to their university of choice, and are conﬁrmed once their A-Level results
are released and are up to par to their forecast results.
Richard
Nurazlin, 19
Does EasyUni oﬀer any scholarships?
Yes, we do! EasyUni is currently oﬀering
scholarships worth up to 1.5 million in funds.
Find out more by scanning the QR code
or visiting scholarships.easyuni.com
Scholarships are available for institutions both in Malaysia
and abroad, for a large variety of courses ranging from
Foundation, A-Levels, Diploma and Degree courses,
as well as Postgraduate courses. Check them out!
Adrian

Help, EasyUni! I want to pursue my higher education somewhere abroad
but I don’t think I can aﬀord to pay such high tuition fees. What can I do?

Izzat, 17

We’ve got just the solution for you – did you know that in many countries around
the world, such as Germany and the Nordic countries, higher education is
tuition-free? You don’t even need to spend time learning the language if you
don’t wish to; many courses are available in English as well.
As for taking care of your living costs, you can always look
for further scholarships or part-time work.
Maria
Have any queries for our counsellors?
Ask away and get your questions featured in the next issue!
E-mail us at hello@easyuni.com with the subject Counsellor’s Corner.
1
2

*By the way.. if you want to know more and to apply to the scholarship oﬀerings, visit scholarships.easyuni.com today.
3
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Courses and Careers

INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS
UNRAVEL THE WORLD
by Christine Phoa

International relations is everywhere, embedded in all aspects of our life - and here’s your chance
to represents the voice of today’s societies while helping to make signiﬁcant decisions that will
better future generations! Start the journey by learning communication and critical analytic skills
to consider international issues through key methodologies of the discipline.

The Golden Age
of International Relations
In an increasingly globalized world, it is important for
nations to understand each other and communicate
eﬃciently to resolve global issues we currently face.
This includes mitigating national struggles over power
and wealth, understanding processes of liberty and
justice, and how governments produce inﬂuential
policies.
We need International Relations practitioners more than
ever to help continue communications among nations
and guide us to a more harmonious future.

What you might
expect to learn:

FUN
FACT
“Countering
Violence”
On January 2017, Dato’ Muhammad
Shahrul Ikram Bin Yaakob became the
new Permanent Representative of
Malaysia to the United Nations. He
has represented Malaysia at numerous
international meetings and conferences
on disarmament, nonproliferation and
terrorism, including the recent Nuclear
Weapon Ban Treaty (2017).

Global political ideas, international inequality and development
International relations and global issues from other continents
Understanding the signiﬁcance of globalisation
Global security within global resources
Terrorism and insurgency
Environmental policies
Media and communication in a local and global context
Research methods and ideas in international relations

10
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Personal skills required:

annualconference.iaisweb.org

mengo.org

coca-colacompany.com

• Analytic skills for political ideas and practices
• Integrity and unbiasedness
• Communication skills
• Problem solving abilities
• Time management
• Presentation skills
• Teamwork and independent worker

FUN
FACT
“The First Step
to a Cleaner
Future”

Create your career in:
International Relations is a versatile subject. Practitioners are
able to venture into many sectors including:
The Public Sector:

Responsible for maintaining society’s stability through various operations

The Multilateral Sector:

Focus on the resolution and prevention of global challenges through
international cooperations

With the support of
Environment Minister of
Malaysia, Datuk Seri Wan
Junaidi Tuanku Jaafar,
Malaysians have sided with
the Paris Agreement on
November 2015 with
intentions to reduce
greenhouse gases
emissions by 45% by 2030.

The Non-governmental Sector:

Working with non-for-proﬁt organizations to mitigate global issues

The Private Sector:

Working with for-proﬁt organizations who are independent to the state.
VISIT easyuni.my for more 11

Positions include:
• Social Researcher
• Politician
• Public Aﬀairs Consultant
• Public Relations Account Executives
• Lobbyist
• International Lawyer
• Communication’s Specialist
• Diplomatic Service Oﬃcer
• Journalists
• Intelligence Specialist
• Political Analyst

Salary expectations and job availability:
Depending on the industry, the average salary for graduates
can range from $25,000-$40,000 per year and is expected
to rise with experience.

Pro tip!
Combine this degree with related humanities or social science
degrees to improve career opportunities.

12
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International Relations 2017

princeton.edu

pocketpress.info

studyarchitecture.com

brand.jhu.edu

Get a job at:

VISIT easyuni.my for more 13

Malaysian
universities
that oﬀer
this course:

Pre-requisites:
O-level/SPM
– minimum successful completion
A-level/STPM
– minimum 2 pass in 2 subjects
Australian Matriculation
– minimum successful completion
Canadian Pre-University qualiﬁcations
– minimum successful completion
14
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by Myra Mitha

The recent boom in startups worldwide is a direct
result of the rising popularity of Entrepreneurship;
the appeal lies in having more control over your
life than if youwere a mere employee. Ready to be
your own boss? Let’s go!

1.

4 out of 5 of the top tech startups in
Southeast Asia were founded in Malaysia
o JobStreet Corp
o iProperty Group
o My EG Services
o iCar Asia
· Jimmy Choo, one of the most renowned
shoe designers is himself a Malaysian
Entrepreneur
· Interested in Entrepreneurship?
Watch Shark Tank – a business-themed reality
series dedicated to give budding
entrepreneurs the chance to fulfill their dreams!

2.

3.

Some
Some flourish,
flourish,

while others don’t
Statistics vary, but the failure rate of startups
is estimated to be up to 90%. The silver lining?
More than half the number fail due to
products and services which just aren’t innovative
enough – there’s no market needfor them.

16
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The trick? A creative mind!

Personal
Personal skills
skills required:
required:
A creative mind is the key ingredient to
Entrepreneurship. However, unless you can
fully execute your aforementioned
ideas, a creative mind can too fall flat. To be
a successful Entrepreneur, you must:

Lead by example
Gain an
understanding of
your market
Have confidence
in yourself and
your product
·

Have persistence
in your efforts
·

·

Look at patience
as a virtue
Be a decisionmaker and risktaker

Have persistence
in your efforts
Think critically
and analytically

· Be equipped with
management
·
skills

What degree do
Entrepreneurs pursue?

Have persuasive and
written communication skills

To establish yourself as an Entrepreneur, a formal
education is not entirely necessary – but overly beneficial
. Business and Management Studies is generally the go-to
field of study for individuals looking to make an
Entrepreneur of themselves.
an aspiring Entrepreneur, a major and minor
Pro-tip! Ascombination
would be an ideal choice
–
study for a major

in Business and Management, and a minor in whichever
market you are hoping to delve into as Entrepreneur.
Looking to build a tech startup from the ground up? Why
not major in Business and Management while minoring
in Computer Science? This way, you would have a wide base
of tech knowledge and its market when you’re just starting out!
VISIT easyuni.my for more 17

QS
QS World
World Rankings
Rankings (2017):
(2017):
Business
Business &
& Management
Management
Studies
Studies

1

INSEAD

2

University
of
Pennsylvania

6
Stanford
University

8
University
of
Cambridge

LSE

MIT

5

London
Business
School

9

4

3

Harvard
University

7

University
of
Oxford

According to
EasyUni’s own
Entrepreneur,

co-founder
Nurbek Jusupov,

these are the

5 key traits

every aspiring
Entrepreneur
should have:

10

University
of
California,
Berkeley

Passion
Doer/Maker
Communication

Study
Study Business
Business &
&
Management
Management in
in Malaysia
Malaysia

Flexibility and
adaptability
Persistence and
tenacity

Universiti
of
Malaya
Monash
University
Malaysia

Universiti
Putra Malaysia

· Universiti
Tunku Abdul
Rahman (UNITAR)

18
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Universiti Putra
Malaysia

Asia Pacific University
of Technology
and Innovation (APU)

Sunway
University

Limkokwing
University of
Creative Technology

·

University
of
Lincoln

University
of
Reading Malaysia

Pre-requisites:
Pre-requisites:
O-level/SPM – minimum
successful completion

A-level/STPM – minimum
2 pass in 2 subjects

Australian Matriculation –
\ minimum successful
completion

Canadian PreUniversity qualifications
– minimum successful
completion

Salary
Salary expectations
expectations
and
and job
job availability:
availability:

Entrepreneur , you can earn
a median salary of $171,610 per year.
As an

55 easy
easy steps
steps to
to becoming
becoming
an
an Entrepreneur
Entrepreneur
Conducting
market
research

An idea

f
f

Creating a
solid business
strategy

Settin
g
and m up
anagi
ng
your b
usine
ss

king
ty
Chec ailabili
v
a
s
e
on
nanc
of fi
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Agencies
Agencies in
in Malaysia
Malaysia built
built to
to
aid
aid Entrepreneurs
Entrepreneurs and
and Startups:
Startups:
tups
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Malaysia Digital
Hub and Malaysia
Tech Entrepreneur
Programme (MTEP)
by MDEC

rg

ia.o
alays
tupM

Star

Not ready to start your own business?
Create your career in one of these
fields, instead:

Have a knack for writing?
You could take up being
a Business Reporter!
Business
Consultant

20
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Sales Manager

PR Specialist

Mid-to-Upper
level management

Built by Entrepreneurs,
for Entrepreneurs
California Intercontinental University offers relevant, in-demand accredited
online programs designed to enhance each student’s professional career. CIU is
committed to equip the next generation of business professionals, leaders, and
entrepreneurs with the confidence, qualifications, and competence to succeed
in the global business community and economy.

Phone: (866) 687-2258 | www.caluniversity.edu

Courses and Careers

FROM THE
GROUND UP
Architecture is the art and science
of designing and engineering.
It is a symbol of pride and culture to the world.
Local projects may include designing
notable public projects or
building sustainable homes
for villages that aids for Malaysia's
flooding and cluster problems. Nonetheless, a fast
developing country such like Malaysia is a great
country to pursue architecture.
22
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FUN
FACT

Home is where
the heart is

Since the erection of our Twin Towers
and Putrajaya, Malaysia has come to
be a home of noteworthy architectural
designs, especially in Islamic curvature
architecture. The growth of residential
and industrial constructions are
booming, giving students the chance to
imprint their names onto city skylines
that will be forever remembered.

What you might
expect to learn:

“Architecturally
explained:
Keep calm
and lean back”

The Leaning Tower of Pisa
started construction during the
year 1173 over soft ground
composed of clay, ﬁne sand
and shells. By the time the 2nd
ﬂoor was built, it was leaning
at 0.2 degree. Construction
continued intermittently for
another 199 years giving time
for the soil to stabilize and
solidify until its completion.
Today the tower is leaning at 4
degrees with careful restoration attempts by experts.

Planning, budgeting and negotiating with contractors
Understanding on-site health and safety regulations
Engineering for safety and stability
Material science and construction methods
Architecture history and culture
Environmental science for sustainable designs
Drawing and modelling 3D designs
Using architectural computer programs
Interior and exterior designing
Visual awareness and an eye for detail
Evaluation of buildings and designs
Good drawing skills and ability to work in 3D
Creativity, inventiveness and imagination
Passion for people, buildings and the environment
Analytical skills for connection between design and function
Good communication skills

Personal skills
required:

VISIT easyuni.my for more 23

FUN
FACT

Pre-requisites:

“Forest Cities:
The Modern
Nature”

Focusing on greenery, forest
cities are designed to mitigate
urban pollution by decking
infrastructures with head to toe
shrubbery and plant life. As a
relatively new concept, these
vertical forests are claimed to
absorb 25 tons of carbon
dioxide and release 60 kg
of oxygen each year.
Projects have already started
in Nanjing, China, and
Johor Bahru, Malaysia!

O-level/SPM Qualiﬁcations – at least 5 credits at the

secondary school level, including mathematics

STPM/A-level – minimum 2Cs, including mathematics
Australian Matriculation – minimum ATAR 70.0
Canadian Pre-University qualiﬁcation – at least an
average of 65 percent
*entry requirements may vary depending on the university

Levels of Architect

qualiﬁcations

according to LAM:

Assistant architect:

Study a 3 years fully accredited degree in Architecture
(much like a Bachelor), or
Sit from LAM Part 1 exam to hold qualiﬁcation

Graduate architect:
Study a 2 years degree in Architecture to obtained
LAM Part 2 qualiﬁcation

Professional architect:
Be a practising architect for at least 2 years and fulﬁlled all projects
required by LAM to obtain LAM Part 3 qualiﬁcation
Professional architects will receive the title “Ar.” in front of their names
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?

did
YOU
know

A qualiﬁed professional
architect recognised by

Lembaga Arkitek
Malaysia (LAM) - the

statutory authority responsible
for the enforcement of the

Architects Act 1967 will be given the title
“Ar.” in front of their name.

Architecture is more diverse
than it sounds, you may choose
to specialise in:
Architectural Technology:
The technological aspects of how to design
and construct buildings

Get a job at:

Architecture Engineering
Structural, mechanical, electrical and construction
engineering for building systems and designs

Architecture Design:
The fundamentals of architectural design
for buildings and its environment

Architecture History:
Understanding the changes in architecture
trends and culture through time

Interior Architecture:
Designing and constructing interior
buildings and functional spaces

Landscape Architecture:
Focus on outdoor spaces, structures
and landmarks for environmental,
social-behavioural and aesthetic beneﬁts

Urban and Regional Planning:

Salary
expectations

and job
availability:

Designing and developing land usage
that are in tune with the environment
for functional use by society
The average salary for an Architecture graduate is at RM38,000 at
entry level to RM134,000 on an experienced level.
Specialized professions are high in demand and future employment is
expected to grow in Malaysia’s housing, education and health sectors.
This is because Malaysia is currently registering 50-100 architects
annually and is searching for 400 registrants annually to
reach UNESCO’s qualiﬁcation to be a developed country.
VISIT easyuni.my for more 25

skyscrapercenter.com

kl118.com.my

burjkhalifa.ae

Architecture

Malaysian Universities
that offer
Architecture courses

“A Race
to the
Heavens”
We’ve been reaching
for the stars for
as long as we
remember. Have a
peek at the 5 tallests
buildings by 2025:

Jeddah Tower
Saudi Arabia
1008m

(Under construction
by 2020)

Burj Khalifa
Dubai
828m

(Completed in 2010)

Wuhan
Greenland
Center
China
636m

(Under construction
by 2018)

Shanghai Tower
China
632m

(Completed in 2015)

Merdeka PNB118
Malaysia
630m

(Under construction
by 2021)
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*data subject to change until building construction is completed

Destination – Oxbridge.
Admissions tests and Interview – the two most important
criteria of getting into top universities.
etting into a Top University is always a dream come true for any
G
student. A lot of young people dream of stepping inside the halls of
today’s top academic institutions, but only few get to enter.
The competition involved in admission to some of the best-known
universities in the world is becoming fiercer every year, with more
students applying for a limited number of places.

Every year, many applicants fail to gain admission to their first-choice university - about one in five of
highly self-selected candidates at Cambridge and Oxford in England are successful and there are even
lower success rates at some other institutions and for specific courses.
So, what do you need to make your dream come true? Your extracurricular record is unlikely to sway
admissions tutors to offer you a place. In addition, most applicants to the most selective universities have
excellent academic record and high enough predicted grades to make them eligible for admission, which
means that grades alone are no longer sufficient to secure an offer

The truth is, you do need very good grades to be
considered for a place at a highly selective
university, however in addition, the top
institutions as well as many others, require you
to undertake specific admissions tests and
attend an interview.
Admissions tests will differ from course to course
and university to university and half of the
challenge is becoming familiar with the style and
approach to questions and the pace you’ll need to
adopt to cover everything, and, like with most
activities, the more you practice, the higher are
your chances of success. For tests where there are
essay elements, you need to get used to planning
structured essays, with an introduction, relevant
content and conclusion.
Tests are meant to be challenging, so will require a
candidate to think about their response rather than
just follow memorised model answers. An average
Oxbridge applicant is likely to get about 50% right,
very good applicants get high 70s

www.oxcoll.com
admissions@oxcoll.com

If you have passed the initial selection stage
and are lucky enough to be invited for the
interview, you need to prepare thoroughly, as
you will not be given a second chance, if you
don’t perform well. Interviews can be
stressful, and you will be nervous, so practice
interviews are important, but they are only a
part of your preparation. The key to success
is to prepare yourself for the course you want
to study, not just the interview. Interviewers do
not expect you to know everything, but they
will be looking for a genuine interest and
aptitude for the subject. Often, they’ll be
testing how you think and how you handle
difficult questions. Be prepared for the
unknown and remember, that some of the
trickiest interview questions are usually
designed to make you think laterally and it is
the thinking process, not the answer, that
counts. Read, research, observe, practice,
speak to the experts, and, most importantly,
start your preparation early.

At Oxford International College, learning is being tailored to
ensure that students are as prepared for the world of work
and as attractive to future universities and employers as
possible. We believe this to be a model for how schools
should be run now and in the future.
A-levels only provide the initial building blocks
for education at the college. All students receive
classes for university admissions tests, which
enhance their thinking skills and show them how
to use the knowledge learnt at A-level to solve
new and unfamiliar problems. Students are also
given the opportunity to complete an Extended
Project Qualification, gaining independent
research skills as well as learning how to
analyse, use and communicate the information.
At least four work experience placements as
well as a range of industry competitions are
organised for every student throughout their

course of study. Students are supported and
encouraged to reflect on all of this by their
mentor (a graduate student at Oxford
University) through the Bridging Programme
which seeks to bridge the gap between school
and university by putting them in touch with
somebody who is working at the top level in the
student's field of interest. Our innovative
curriculum provides students with the best
chances to succeed at university interview,
higher education and later in their professional
lives.

Why join Oxford International College
•
•
•
•
•

Run by the founder of a Number 1 school in the UK for A-Levels
New innovative curriculum preparing students for the mid-21st century job
market
Career pathways into world top universities, including Oxbridge, LSE,
Imperial, MIT, Harvard
Highly qualified teachers (Oxford University graduates, PhD graduates)
Consistently excellent ISI School inspection results in all categories

www.oxcoll.com
admissions@oxcoll.com

Unihacks

After
SPM Guide

The
Ultimate

edited by Myra Mitha

For the better part of your life, this is the day you have been preparing for –
the day you can ﬁnally throw a ﬁst (or your old school books!) in the air and
say a hoorah, because you’re done with your SPM (or equivalent, of course).
Onto the future!

But wait – what’s next? What career will you be embarking on? Which university should you aim for? Should you study abroad? Which pre-university
course is best suited for you? Should you take a gap year?

Flip through our guide to reveal all the answers!

To all 400,000 of you
SPM Graduates:
Good luck!
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Words of wisdom

Having wrapped up your SPM, we’ll let you in on a little secret: this is only the start of the rest of your life.
Key word: Your life.
Don’t…rush it. Taking oﬀ a few months to choose your career path is more than recommended – after
all, you’re deciding on the rest of your life, so comparatively, a few months wouldn’t be of much consequence. Don’t sweat the small stuﬀ!
Don’t…be pressurised. It’s easy to give in to the expectations of your parents, pleading you to
enrol in university soon, choose a speciﬁc course they prefer, where they believe you should study. You may
see your friends, too, moving forward with their lives. Considering this, you must keep in mind: it’s about
reaching the destination, regardless of how long it takes you to reach it. You’re your own person; make
your own decisions, take responsibility, and have no regrets along the way.
Do…get to know yourself better. Have a sit-down dinner with just you and your
thoughts, and take some time to reﬂect on yourself, your passions, your comfort zone, your goals, and your

P

achievement. Find out where you thrive, and go from there.

Completion of

t
n
e
l
a
v
i
SPM/equ
YES

Have you decided on your
career path?

NO

Gap Year
Work
Travel
Discover Yourself

TVET
Diploma
Pre-University

Where do you want
to attend university?

Locally

Oversea/Locally/Undecided

Asasi
Foundation
Matriculation

A Level
STPM
IB

ADP/ADTP
AUSMAT
Canadian Pre-U
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What does your future look like,
10 years from now?
Contemplating a ﬁeld you’d want to be working in for the rest of
your life may seem overwhelming; but it’s completely okay not
to have all the answers yet! You’re just starting out in the big bad
world…take your time to look to your passions and decide what
would make you truly happy.

P

Pro-tip! Don’t go in it for the money; it’s never a good idea.

C

M

10
TopHappiest
Jobs of

Y

2017:

CM

Questions to answer when making your decision

MY

CY

CMY

K

How to Choose a Career?

1.

Marketing Specialist

2.

Recruiter

3.

Graduate Teaching Assistant

4.

NET Developer

5.

Director of Marketing

6.

Directional Driller

7.

QA Analyst

8.

Technical Lead

9.

Senior Engineer

1.

Where do your passions lie?

2.

Constructive criticism: What are you good at?

3.

What are your economic margins?

Top 3 Highest
Paying Jobs
according to level
Entry Level

10. Network Administrator

*according to CareerBliss.com

RM5,533
Engineering
Construction/Building
Engineering
Location: East Coast

RM5,100
Hotel/Restaurant
Consulting (Business *
Management)
Location: Central

RM4,600
Computer/
IT Software
Location: Southern
Region
*according to iMoney
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Junior Executive

RM6,500

RM5,950

RM5,182

Computer/ IT Banking/

Healthcare Retail/

Computer/IT

Financial Services

Merchandise

Chemucal/Fertilisers/

Location: Southern Region

Location: Southern Region

Pesticides
Location: Central
*according to iMoney

Senior Executive

RM15,167

Healthcare Grooming/
Beauty/Fitness
Location: Nothern Region

SPM Leavers:
popular courses
Malaysian
Students pursue

RM11,333

P

RM28,250

Sciences
Oil/Gas/Petroleum
Location: Central

10
TopChoices
of

Engineering Consulting
(IT, Science Engineering
& Technical)
Location: Central

1.

Business, Finance and Accounting

2.

Economics and Administration

3.

Engineering

4.

Humanities and Social Sciences

5.

Medicine

6.

Management

7.

Natural Sciences

8.

Information technology

9.

Mathematics

*according to iMoney

Manager

RM15,611

RM14,500

Building/Construction Oil/
Gas/Petroleum
Location: Central

Accounting & Finance
Gems/Jewellery
Location: Central

RM14,500

10. Law

Engineering Consumer
Product/FMCG
Location: Southern
Region

*according to CareerBliss.com

*according to iMoney

Senior Manager

RM35,000

RM27,500

Admin/HR/Construction
Building/ Engineering
Location: East Malaysia

Services Healthcare/
Medical
Location: Nothern Region

RM27,500
Engineering Semiconductor/ Wafer
Fabrication
Location: East Malaysia
*according to iMoney
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Still not sure about
your Career? You can always…
Take a Gap Year

P

First things ﬁrst: A gap year should be nothing for you to
be ashamed about. During this time – contrary to what
your parents may believe – you won’t be couch-sitting.
Instead, you’ll be making something of yourself.

Here’s why a gap year is just the thing for you:

1.You’ve spent the majority of your life studying – a break to clear your mind and
relieve you of you tensions would allow you to focus better.

2. It’s taking a while for you to decide which path you want to traverse - in

situations like this, it is always a better option to take some time oﬀ to discover

yourself and your passions, goals, etc. You’ll come out on the other end with the
correct answer and, at least, won’t be stuck pursuing a career you chose merely
because of a time-crunch.

3. Gain some experience beforehand, so that once you do graduate, your resume
will have the bump it needs to get you places!

4. Working part-time or full-time while living with your parents can, in the long

run, help you save up for college, whether for those impending tuition costs or to
have that picture-perfect university life you always dreamed of!

Work on yourself

• Pick up a new hobby
• Get in shape
• Reconnect with family and friends
• Explore career options
• Travel

Improve your employability
• Up skill yourself
• Intern
• Volunteer
• Work part-time/full-time
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Take the next step
with your studies
So you’ve decided on a career you’re passionate about;
what’s next?
Skip university and take the fast track
with these programmes:

Diploma
Although not a course which is up to par
with that of a Bachelor’s degree, a diploma
is a step ahead of a pre-university course,
wherein it prepares students to enter the
workforce immediately upon graduation,
instead of going on to university. The
qualiﬁcations required to enter a Diploma

Technical and Vocational Education
and Training (TVET)
TVET is an exclusive programme tailored to provide
its students with the knowledge and practical skills
to enter the workforce directly, without having to
attend a formal education system of any sort.
Currently, the marketability of TVET graduates in
Malaysia’s employment market is higher (98%)

programme are also usually lower than
entry into other pre-university programmes
such as A-Levels, STPM, etc.
Intakes: January, March/May, August
Tuition Fees: RM19,000-RM45,000
Duration: 2-3 years
Subjects Taken: 1
Recognition: Worldwide

compared to university graduates (60%). Furthermore, in addition to being employed faster, TVET
graduates are also oﬀered higher wages due to the
high demand for graduates with speciﬁc skill sets.
Intakes: January, April, July, September
Duration: 6-24 months
Subjects Taken: 1
Recognition: Worldwide
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Looking forward to
attending university?
Choose a Pre-University course
which suits you and your ambitions
Each pre-university course is catered to speciﬁc students, in regards to their eventual
university’s location, subject, etc. Here, we list out the various courses that should be on
your radar, as well as each course’s unique point, to make it easier for you to choose which
would be the ideal one for you. Cost? Duration? Popularity? Fret not - we’ve got you covered!

Advanced-Level
The Advanced Level (A-Level) is one of the most
widely acknowledged UK-based pre-university
courses around the world, with the possibility of
acceptance at the majority of universities, whether
in Asia itself or elsewhere abroad. The A-Level is
oﬀered in colleges under either the Cambridge
International Examinations board or the Edexcel
board, and constitutes of two parts, the Advanced
Subsidiary (AS) Level and the A2 Level.
Intakes: January, March, July
Tuition Fees: RM15,000-RM35,000
Duration: 1 ½ - 2 years
Subjects Taken: 3-4 subjects
Assessments: Exams & Coursework
Recognition: Worldwide

International Baccalaureate
Diploma Programme
This one’s for the toughies; originally from
Geneva, Switzerland, the International
Baccalaureate Diploma Programme (IB) may
be a newbie but has gradually become more
widely known and accepted around the
world. It is, too, often referred to as quite a
challenge, the system being structured in a
way so as to produce students knowledgeable and experienced in all areas of the
sciences and arts. A unique feature of IB is
that students are also required to complete
courses and assessments on two subjects:
Creative, Action and Service Activities (CAS),
and Theory of Knowledge (TOK).
Intakes: August
Tuition Fees: RM20,000-RM60,000
Duration: 2 years
Subjects Taken: 6
Recognition: Worldwide
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Matriculation
For those planning on enrolling in local public
universities, the Matriculation course is ideal, with
the government subsidising tuition costs for
students. Apart from the chosen study stream,
those studying the course are required to take four
other compulsory subjects: English Language,
Dynamic Skills, Islamic/Moral Education and
Information Technology.
Intakes: April/May
Tuition Fees: Free (apart from registration fees)
Duration: 1-2 years
Subjects Taken: 4
Recognition: Local & Partly Overseas

Sijil Tinggi Persekolahan Malaysian
Although often looked upon as a diﬃcult course
when it comes to pre-university, Sijil Tinggi
Persekolahan Malaysian (STPM) or Form 6 is
generally a very cost-eﬀective course, which
\allows students to be ﬂexible in their future
careers and eligible to enter universities worldwide while having to pay an aﬀordable fee.
Students are also given the option of taking
re-sits of papers if they wish to improve their
grades further, all of which leads to the popularity
of the course in Malaysia.
Intakes: May
Tuition Fees: RM450+
Duration: 1.5 years
Subjects Taken: 5
Recognition: Worldwide
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Asasi
The Asasi or Foundations programme is a direct
access route into university for potential students
who have already decided upon their degree of
choice. Purely exam-based, Asasi is available as
both an open and closed programme, where an
open programme would allow students entry
into other public universities, while a closed
programme restricts students to the university
they are currently enrolled in.
Intakes: March, June
Tuition Fees: Cost-free
Duration: 1-2 years
Subjects Taken: 1 (as per intended degree)
Recognition: Local

American Degree Programme
The American Degree Programme (ADP) or American Degree Transfer Programme (ADTP) is a course
whereby students skip the pre-university stage and
directly graduate with a degree in their chosen
ﬁeld after completion of this course. During their
studies, students have the option of spending 1 or
2 years in Malaysia, and the rest of the ADP’s years
in a university located in the USA or Canada.
Intakes: January, March, May, August
Tuition Fees: RM35,000-RM62,000 (2 years in
Malaysia)
Duration: 4 years
Subjects Taken: 7
Recognition: American Universities
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Foundation
A Foundation course is commonly taken up
by students who are already decided on their
intended career path, making the course
inherently speciﬁc and tailored to ﬁt the
students’ future degree’s curriculums,
essentially equipping students with a
foundation for their degree. A Foundation
course is also the fastest track to get you
enrolled in a university.
Intakes: January, March/May, July/August/September
Tuition Fees: RM15,000-RM25,000
Duration: 9-12 months
Subjects Taken: 1 (stream)
Recognition: Limited universities locally & abroad

How to Choose
a University?

Questions to answ
er when making yo
1. Does the inst

2. Where is the

ur decision

itution have yo

ur ﬁeld of stud

y?
ted?
sector and type
the institution
4. What is the en
operates in?
try ﬂexibility?
5. What are the
tuition costs?
6. What is the in
stitution rating
?
3. What are the

institution loca

Pro-tip!

Attend as many open days
as you can, because then you can
see what the school, students,
and teachers are like.
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Studying Locally
vs
Studying Abroad
Studying locally:
Signiﬁcantly lower cost

10
TopStudent

No homesickness
No cultural diﬀerence

Cities

More ﬂexibility to work during

2017:

semester breaks

QS
1.

Montreal

2.

Paris

3.

London

4.

Seoul

Currency might be higher than locally

5.

Melbourne

Possibly high living costs

6.

Berlin

Many countries don’t allow foreign students to work

7.

Tokyo

New insight

8.

Boston

9.

Munich

Studying abroad:

A developed cultural awareness and language skills
Be more independent and conﬁdent

10. Vancouver
*according to CareerBliss.com

More desirable by employers
Psst…many higher education institutions in countries
such as Germany and the Nordic regions are absolutely

FUN
FACT

tuition-free! And no, there’s no catch.
Scan this QR code to ﬁnd out more

• Kuala Lumpur ranks
#41 as the Best Student
City in the world
• Kuala Lumpur ranks #1 as
the Most Affordable City in
the world for students
VISIT easyuni.my for more 41

WHERE TO
STUDY IN
MALAYSIA?
Understanding the
diﬀerent types of
higher education
institutions
Malaysia has more than 590 higher education institutions
and more than 1,130,000 students of all higher education.
With so many institutions to choose from, you might need some
help. Let us guide you through all the diﬀerent types of higher
education and how to choose from them.

Private Institutions
Private Institutions are colleges and universities that do not get funded
by the government. These institutions rely on the students’ tuition
contribution and therefore the fees may be higher than in public
universities.
There are three types of private institutions:
Examples of Colleges in Malaysia are:

Colleges:
Colleges are independent institutions that oﬀer diploma
and pre-university programmes. They prepare students for
a bachelor’s degree to pursue their further education in a
university. Some of these institutions are able to provide
degree courses, twinning programmes included, through a
local or foreign partner university.
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• Methodist College Kuala Lumpur
• Brickﬁelds Asia College
• IACT College
• Taylor’s College
• MSU College

Examples of University Colleges in Malaysia are:
• KDU University College

University Colleges:

• Berjaya University College of Hospitality

A form of a university, but without a full university

• Cyberjaya University College of Medical Sciences

status. These type of institutions are often part of a

• Lincoln University College

bigger university and they mainly oﬀer pre-university

• Twintech International University College of Technology

and diploma programmes.

Universities:

Examples of University in Malaysia are:

These institutions oﬀer both undergradu-

• Help University

ate and graduate degrees. Some universi-

• Nilai University

ties also have a medical or law school for

• International Medical University

students who already know what they

• Kuala Lumpur Metropolitan University

want so they can pursue their professional

• Limkokwing University of Creative Technology

degrees. Unlike University Colleges, they
can confer their own degree.

Public Universities
While students still pay for their tuition fees, Public Universities are funded by the government as they
pay for most of the operating costs. These universities are in overall bigger with thousands
of students studying there. There are 20 public universities in Malaysia and they can be divided into
three diﬀerent categories:

Research Universities:

There are currently ﬁve Research Universities in Malaysia:

These universities focus on research and

• Universiti Malaya (UM)

development. They put great value on

• Universiti Sains Malaysia (USM)

quality lecturers, competitive entries, and

• Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia (UKM)

academic orientation. In 2012, these

• Universiti Putra Malaysia (UPM)

research universities were given autono-

• Universiti Teknologi Malaysia (UTM)

my by the Minister of Higher Education
(MOHE) to take full accountability and
responsibility on various matters including administration, academic , student
intake, and ﬁnance, among others.
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Focused Universities

The universities under this group are:

Focused Universities have high education-

1.

Universiti Utara Malaysia (UUM)

al standards and excellent grade educa-

2.

Universiti Pendidikan Sultan Idris (UPSI)

tion. This is because these universities are

3.

Universiti Tun Hussein Onn Malaysia

oriented towards specialised research.

4.

Universiti Teknikal Malaysia Melaka (UTeM)

5.

Universiti Malaysia Perlis (UniMAP)

There are 11 Focused Universities in

6.

Universiti Malaysia Terengganu (UMT)

Malaysia, which is further subdivided into

7.

Universiti Malaysia Pahang (UMP)

four diﬀerent groups:

8.

Universiti Sains Islam Malaysia (USIM)

• Technical Universities

9.

Universiti Sultan Zainal Abidin (UniSZA)

• Education Universities

10. Universiti Malaysia Kelantan (UMK)

• Management Universities

11. Universiti Pertahanan Nasional Malaysia (UPNM)

• Defence Universities

Comprehensive
Universities:

Malaysia has four comprehensive universities:

Comprehensive Universities often oﬀer a

2. Universiti Islam Antarabangsa Malaysia

signiﬁcant degree of research and oﬀer a

3. Universiti Malaysia Sabah (UMS)

wide range of specialisations, as they

4. Universiti Malaysia Sarawak (UNIMAS)

1. Universiti Teknologi Mara (UiTM)

prepare students for jobs outside the
academia.

Polytechnics
Polytechnics are institutions of higher education that mainly oﬀer courses in vocational
and technical subjects. The polytechnics in Malaysia are famous for their skilled workforce
and knowledge. There are 37 polytechnics in Malaysia, and they can be divided into three
categories; premier, conversional, and metro.

Community Colleges
Community Colleges oﬀer certiﬁcate and diploma courses. This type of higher education
often have two-year programmes only, that prepare the students for a four-year degree.
Malaysia currently has 91 community colleges nationwide.
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Foreign Branch Campuses
Foreign Universities in Malaysia work together with Malaysian institutions. Malaysian students who study in these universities will get an international qualiﬁcation
and that without leaving the country.
1. Swinburne University of Technology Sarawak Campus, Sarawak
Currently, there are 11 Foreign
Branch Campuses in Malaysia,
with more than 100,000
international students from
diﬀerent countries.

2. Heriot-Watt University Malaysia, Putrajaya
3. Curtin University, Sarawak
4. Newcastle University Medicine Malaysia, Johor
5. Monash University Malaysia, Selangor
6. University of Nottingham Malaysia Campus, Selangor
7. University of Southampton Malaysia Campus, Johor
8. Xiamen University Malaysia Campus, Selangor
9. Raﬄes University Iskandar, Johor
10. University of Reading Malaysia, Johor
11. Shanghai Jiao Tong Campus, Sarawak (in 2018)

A word about ﬁnancial
constraints Scholarships,
Loans and everything in between
It’s no secret that attending university can be costly beyond reason – but fret not, options and opportunities always present themselves when it comes to attending your dream university.

Student loans available to Malaysian students
• The Majlis Amanah Rakyat (MARA)
• Skim Prihatin Pendidikan 1Malaysia (SPP1M)
• Koperasi Jayadiri Malaysia Berhad (KOJADI)
• National Higher Education Fund Corporation (PTPTN)
• Maju Institute of Education Development (MIED)

Scholarships available to Malaysian students
• Bank Negara Scholarships
• IJM Scholarship Award Programme
• Yayasan Khazanah Scholarship Programme
• Shell Malaysia Overseas Undergraduate Scholarship Awards
• Maxis What’s Next Scholarship
and many more!
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The Dilemma:
Is paying for
your education
your parents’
responsibility?
No - it’s not!
So why not lend a hand?
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Lend a hand
to your parents

Scholarships
Don’t slack on your studies
- begin working hard from
the very beginning so as to
enable you to be eligible for
scholarships and grants

Research More
They say the best things in life
don’t come free; at times, they
do! Look into options for low-cost
(or cost-free!) education in
European countries such as
Germany, France & the Nordic
region. Head over to EasyUni.my
for more information on other
instituition available according
to your budget

Apply For A Loan
Your parents’ retirement age
may conﬂict with their ability to
pay oﬀ loans, while you have
decades of work to be able to do so:
apply and take on a loan yourself
instead of relying on your parents.
Contact EasyUni’s counselors
for more information on
ﬁnancial aids and options

at hello@easyuni.com

Prove Yourself
Your parents refuse to let you take
responsibility of own ﬁnances. So,
after the completion of your course,
work hard and show your parents
that their expenditure was worth it.
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‘s
E
SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAMM

RM1.5 million worth
of scholarship funds
to be given away!

Apply now

ance
and get a ch
ed as an
to be select
lar.
EasyUni scho

ni.com
Visit scholarships.easyu
for more information

Yes- going

after your
dreams can
be this easy!

What’s EasyUni’s new scholarship programme all about?
Our aim is to help students pursue or continue their studies at respected universities and college despite having
ﬁnancial struggles. EasyUni wanted to ﬁnd a solution to
mitigate the diﬃculties of rising tuition fees by providing
partial scholarships to deserving and committed
students. Hence, our scholarship programme was born!
Which universities are taking part in the programme?
Most of the scholarships are directly awarded by EasyUni,
while others are awarded in collaboration with speciﬁc
local and international universities and colleges. Some of
our partnerships involve institutions such as Advanced
Tertiary College (ATC), Erican College, IACT College, INTI
College and its International Universities, KDU College
University, Swinburne University of Technology and
UK-based Oxford International College. Ireland online
courses from Code Institute and Digital Marketing Institute are also available.
What does the scholarship programme cover?
Students who qualiﬁed for the scholarship must also
fulﬁll the entry requirements for their chosen university
or college. The scholarship does not include living costs
and only covers tuition fees with payments made directly
to the institutions.

Apply now on
scholarships.easyuni.com
to become an
EasyUni scholar!
Or scan this QR code:

Study Abroad

Why study
Italy

is the 4th
most visited
country in the world

in Italy?
by Christine Phoa

We’ve all dreamed of enjoying the Italian way of life
at some point or another of our lives; so why not spend
a couple of years doing just that, all while studying?
Be a part of history, food and culture which has been
adapted all over the globe, and perhaps you may
ﬁnd the Juliet to your Romeo at long last as well,
in fair Verona, Italy.

The Italian Life
History

Although Italy has been a country for only 154 years, it is also a descendant of Rome, an ancient city founded in 753 BC. Today, Rome is the capital
city of Italy and is also nicknamed “Eternal City”, describing that the city
will live on forever. This means that Italy is packed with art, history and
culture waiting to be discovered and explored, especially in neighbouring
cities, particularly Bologna, Florence, Pisa, Milan, Siena and Turin.
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Weather
Italy is a 4 seasons country with an average
high of 29ºC during summer and an average
low of -4ºC during winter.

Transportation
It’s easy to avoid bad weather when
travelling because transportation will
always be at your doorstep for just a few
Euros. This includes buses, trams and trains
that could also transport you to neighbouring cities and bordering countries such as
France, Switzerland, Austria and Slovenia.

first made
Pizza was
nd
in Naples a
to 1860
dates back

Food
Food in Italy is a means of building friendships and maintaining ties between family
and friends, so expect a lot of wine and dines
- with genuine Italian pizzas straight from
the oven!

Culture
Italians are also very expressive communicators, their formal greetings usually consist of
a handshake and direct eye contact, but
when a relationship is developed, cue the
air-kisses too!
Italy is a country dedicated to soccer as it
brings pride and joy to many Italians. Some
of the most successful Italian football clubs
are Juventus, AC Milan and Internazionale
with devoted fans from all over the world.

Cost of living
At average, a student would need around
€9,600 – €19,120 per year to cover their
accommodation, food, transport, entertainment and other expenses.
Transport:
A one-way ticket via public transport
costs €1.50.
Purchase a monthly student card called
“Abbonamento Mensile Studenti” for
€21.
Food:
An average meal consisting of a pizza
and a drink costs €15
Explore your culinary skills with local
market produce to save money!
Accommodation:
Rental in bigger cities may cost
between €400-€600 per month.
Share accommodation costs with a
friend to split the costs between €250€350 per person!
Leisure:
Theatre tickets cost between €5 - €10,
while dicos range between €10 - €20.
Theatre tickets can range from €15-€60
depending on the show and quality of
seats.

Italy

is the
world’s biggest
exporter of wine
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Studying

In Italy

Being an international student in Italy is an
amazing opportunity for many reasons:
Learning a new language! Italian is
the main language for majority of Italy’s
population.
To
understand
the
language, students will be able to easily
meet new people and explore the
culture in the most authentic and
immersive way possible.
Food, drinks and chats are the perfect
night. For Italian students, the nightclub
scene is uncommon. Weekly outings are
more about enjoying the city’s beauty
and its traditional way of life.
Safety is priority. Italy takes their
students’ safety and wellbeing with
great importance. Most campus grounds
are allocated with security oﬃcers. In
addition, crime rates in Italy have
dropped since 2014, particularly in
violence.
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Pasta in Italy

has been used
since the 4th century BC

Popular Courses In Italy

Design
Specialise in fashion, interior, transportation, graphic design or
accessories inspired by Italy’s aesthetic heritage of humanist culture.
Study in collaboration with famous Italian brands such as Alfa Romeo,
Bulgari, Diesel, and Fendi.

fendi.com

Arts

Specialise in visual arts such as painting, drawing, and sculpture, music arts
such as opera compositions, and art history. Admire and take advantage of
iconic works in the Italian art world left behind by Leonardo da Vinci,
Michelangelo, Rapheal and Titian.

Architecture
Specialise in design, construction, renovation and restoration with close-up
involvements with local architecture and ancient buildings from Ancient
Rome, particularly the Colosseum, the Forum, and the Pantheon in Rome.

Humanities
Specialise in language sciences, linguistics and cognitive studies, philosophy,
literature/creative writing and classical traditions. Learn from the works of
Italian philosophers and writers such as Dante, Boccaccio, Giovanni Pico della
Mirandola and Umberto Eco, whose works were also exported and recognised
internationally.

Application Steps to apply for studies in Italy:
1. Check entry requirements
2. Submit pre-application request form
to Italian consulate in your country

3. Get documents translated and approved
4. Fill out form Model A-bis

for non-EU students wanting to study arts, design, music and dance, or

5. Fill out form Model A for all other students)
6. Accept your study offer!
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Travel Opportunities
Italy is an absolute gem for travellers
and wanderers as it holds the highest
number of 50 UNESCO World Heritage
Sites within the country.

These sites range from glorious ancient
ruins to natural wonders.

Here’s a sneak peek at some:

The Vatican City.
Visit the smallest country in the world located in the city of Rome. This
city-state is ruled by the Pope, and generates revenue only through
souvenirs, museums and other contributions without taxations.

Valle d’Aosta
Almaﬁ Coast

Immerse yourself among the mountainous Italian Alps. This region has one of
the most breathtaking views in Italy. The panoramic views, local wildlife and
rare ﬂowers scenes during the hiking trails are priceless.

One word - paradise. The Almaﬁ Coast runs along 50km of the Sorrentine
Peninsula, covered in pastel coloured villages and natural cliﬀs, with
greenery mountain terrains. It’s the perfect picture of a Mediterranean
scene, a site for eﬀortless insta-worthy posts!

Pompeii Ruins
Stop over at the ruins of Pompeii city and people dating back to the 7th century B.C. Today,
the city is well-preserved because of the quick engulfment of volcanic ashes from Mount
Vesuvius. The rich volcanic soil also provides a nutritious plain for grapes and olive farms.

Camonica Valley
Located in the Province of Brescia, this valley holds the largest collection
of prehistoric petroglyphs in the world. The collection is also the ﬁrst to
be recognised as a world heritage site in Italy by UNESCO in 1979.

Your International Student Identity
Card (ISIC) is your passport to all
the student beneﬁts worldwide,
including Italy.
Apply for an ISIC, your student ID
worldwide at isic-malaysia.com.
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How do
Italy’s
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Total number of foreign
students hosted (2012)

Politecnico di
Torino

University of Milan
#325 Politecnico di Milano

65,000 students

#170
University of Trento
#441-450

#307

University of Padova

University ofBologna (UNIBO)

#296

#188

University of Pisa

Scuola Normale
Superiore di Pisa

#421-430

#192

Scuola Superiore
Sant'Anna Pisa
Sapienza
#192
University of Rome

#215

Undergraduate Program Fees:

€850-1,000 per year
for public universities
€6,000-20,000 per year
for private universities

Go to Italy with no worries
and have a hassle-free trip with
MSL Travel. With their unlimited
resources and experience in youth
travel, you can have the lowest
costs and high quality travel
arrangement tailored to how you
should enjoy your trip.
Visit msltravel.com to ﬁnd out more.
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Study Abroad

Why study

in Czech Republic?
by Christine Phoa
and Geert Sturm

FUN
FACT
Study in Czech Republic,
and you’ve found your gateway
to the rest of Europe (and
your wanderlust!). Need to
take a break from your studies?
Take a walk through Prague’s
Old Town, and be whisked
away into its grandeur and
magniﬁcence.

Life In
Czech Republic
History

Czech Republic has a long line of history
with stories of ancient ethnic descendants
to the relatively modern world wars. There
are over 2,000 castles, keeps and castle
ruins across the whole country; it is too the
home of the largest castle in the world,
Prague Castle, founded in the year 875!
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Czechs are the biggest
consumers of beer in the
world with an average yearly
consumption of 142.6 liters

per person! (fact)

Food
Traditional Czech meals consist of meat
(pork, beef, poultry and organ meats),
potatoes and dumplings stirred up with
animal fats, butter and cream. The most
common vegetables eaten are carrots, peas
and cabbages. For desserts, Czechs enjoys
fruit dumplings made of plums or apricots
with a side of cheese and bread crumbs
browned in butter and sprinkled with sugar.

Culture
Many Czechs speak a second and often a
third language where English is widely
known especially among its youths.
Formality is integrated in this country’s
culture and especially in the language,
however, Czechs tend to be more informal
when addressing family and friends.
The few popular sports in Czech include
soccer, ice hockey, tennis, and track and
ﬁeld. Though football still dominate the
popular sport culture as Czech Republic
were runner-ups twice and once champions
in the World Cup 1976. The most popular
football club in Czech is their AC Sparta
Praha.
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Weather

Czech Republic has a wonderfully
temperate climate. This means that
summers will be mild and humid with a
high of 35ºC, whereas, winters would be
cold, cloudy and humid with a low of -10ºC.

Transportation
Getting around in Czech Republic is incredibly easy as they have one of the most dense
railway networks in the whole of Europe!
This country also has an eﬃcient, reliable
and sophisticated bus network. In Prague
alone, you can decide to take a tram, bus,
train, ferry, or cable cars to get to where you
need to be.

FUN
FACT

Just like here in Malaysia,
Czechs also remove their
shoes when entering private
homes as they emphasise on
cleanliness!

Cost of living
You can expect to have low living costs in
Czech Republic. Monthly costs are around
7,800 CZK - 13,000 CZK, which would cover
accommodation, transportation and food.
Transport: A 30-minute ticket typically
costs 24 CZK.
Purchase a long-term monthly pass
which for 550 CZK
Food: An average meal costs approximately 100 CZK-120 CZK.
Beer is also cheaper than water in
Czech Republic, costing only 30 CZK,
which is around RM5!
Accommodation: Student dormitories
cost around 5,200 CZK per month.
Private ﬂats are rented out from 9,800
CZK, while single rooms are rented
from 6,500 CZK.
Leisure: Cinema tickets are typically
sold at 100 CZK
Theatre tickets range from 70 CZK 800 CZK.

Your International Student Identity
Card (ISIC) is your passport to all
the student beneﬁts worldwide,
including Czech Reublic.
Apply for an ISIC, your student ID
worldwide at isic-malaysia.com.
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Studying

in Czech Republic
Free Education! Students get to enjoy
free higher education in the public
universities of Czech Republic when
they study in the Czech language.
However, this does not apply to courses
oﬀered in other languages such as
English.
Aﬀordability. Czech Republic is one of
the cheaper countries for students to
live in while studying due to their low
cost of living and education fees.
Quality Schools. Higher education in
Czech Republic has an outstanding
reputation because it is safeguarded by
the national system of regulation and
quality assurance. Universities in this
country also provides a multicultural
environment to help students develop
and open mind and learn our global
cultures.
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The president of Czech Republic

himself, Prof. Ing. Václav Klaus, CSc. is a
member in the scientific community

and frequently holds a course called
“The Principles of Economic Thinking”.

Popular Courses In Czech Republic

Arts
Create your career in ﬁlm, theatre, music, photography and graphic
design. This study is most popular in Czech Republic that every
year a huge volume of talents ﬂood into their universities.

Medicine and Pharmacy
klaus.cz

The second most popular course in Czech Republic deals with the
healthcare of its citizens. Studies in medicine and pharmacy are
only available in public universities with an acceptance rate of 23% - 40%.

Law
Whether majoring in environmental, european, or international law,
Czech Republic is a great place to start your law education. There are only
4 schools that oﬀer law in the country, each of them are located in Prague,
Brno, Pilsen and Olomouc.

Economic Science
Specialise in economics, management or business enterprise.
Economic Science is one of the most abundant courses provided in
Czech Republic. The president of Czech Republic himself, Prof. Ing.
Václav Klaus, CSc. is a member in the scientiﬁc community and
frequently holds a course called “The Principles of Economic Thinking”.

Application Steps to apply for studies in Czech Republic:
1. Check entry-requirements to desired course
2. Prepare basic documents from previous studies
3. Submit an electronic application form via university websites
4. Sit for the entrance exams that includes a written test and
oral interview not applicable for all universities in Czech Republic)

5. Accept your study offer!
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Travel Opportunities
Czech Republic has a very central position
in Europe and this puts you close to most
major European countries and places.
Besides that, if you’re interested in

exploring

Czech Republic

alone, here

are a few stops to make along the way:

National parks.
Discover the famous national parks of Krkonoše, Podyjí and
Šumava. During the winter, the Czech mountainous regions are
perfect for skiing and other winter sports.

Prague
The capital and largest city of Czech Republic is rich in architectural highlights,
museums, galleries, theaters, cinemas and history. Drop by Old Town of
Prague and admire its medieval buildings, walk the Charles Bridge, and make
your way through the Malá Strana up to the Prague Castle for an amazing view
of the city.

Brno
The second largest city of the country possesses a more relaxed atmosphere
as compared to Prague. The city is home to many students and has an active
nightlife consisting of good food, bars and cafes. The old city center of Brno
is compact, explorable and houses the impressive Špilberk Castle and the
Gothic St. Peter and Paul Cathedral.

Kutná Hora
Nicknamed the ‘City of Silver’ due to its popular silver mining back in the
1260s, Kutná Hora is also the home to the remarkable church of St.
Barbara and the morbidly fascinating Sedlec Ossuary adorned with
human skeletons. The center of the city was included in the UNESCO
World Heritage List since 1995 because of its history and beauty.
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Charles University
#314 Czech Technical
University Prague

#491-500

Masaryk
University

#551-600

Packaly University
in Olomouc

#701-750

Brno University
of Technology

#601-650
Undergraduate Program Fees (per annum)

52,000 CZK - 78,000 CZK
Total number of foreign
students hosted (2016)

43,000 students

Go to Czech Republic with no worries
and have a hassle-free trip with
MSL Travel. With their unlimited
resources and experience in youth
travel, you can have the lowest
costs and high quality travel
arrangement tailored to how you
should enjoy your trip.
Visit msltravel.com to ﬁnd out more.
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Awesome Student

No Mountain
Too High

Penang Medical College (PMC) student Ong Zhi Miin knows
a thing or two about never giving up on your goals.
by Myra Mitha

From New Zealand to Ireland
and now Malaysia, the Global
Penangite has learnt a thing or
two along the way. She’s back
and better than ever, with a
degree in Neuroscience behind
her and a Medicine degree now
in the works, 26-year-old
adventure-seeker and philanthropist Zhi Miin is ready to
conquer the world, and dishes
some valuable advice for you,
our readers.
Tell us, where has your journey taken
you?
Currently, I’m a ﬁnal year medical student
at Penang Medical College, which included having my ﬁrst 2 and a half years at
the Royal College of Surgeons Ireland. I
was born and raised in Penang.
After wrapping up high-school in New
Zealand, I completed a 4-year postgraduate diploma majoring in Neuroscience at
the University of Otago. While applying
for the medicine course back in Malaysia,
I also brieﬂy worked as a pharmaceutical
sales representative which exposed me
to a diﬀerent side of medicine.

Penang Medical College (PMC) student Ong Zhi Miin
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Was there any inspiration behind How do you balance your busy schedule?
choosing to pursue Medicine?
If my schedule is too free, I start procrasI always say it’s something I’ve always tinating and not working eﬀectively, so I
wanted to do. But in all honesty, it like to keep busy and mentally plan out
merely began as a small interest, a my day. Sleep is another hot topic when
little spark, towards the science of it comes to balancing schedules. Personmedicine. This led me to applying for ally, I don’t believe in sacriﬁcing sleep
the First Year Health Science course at for anything. My background in Neurothe University of Otago, which is the science and personal experience has
ﬁrst stepping stone towards Medicine, taught me that nothing eﬀective comes
Dentistry and other healthcare profes- out of losing sleep.
sions. I was young and naïve,
completely unprepared for the
competitive world I was about to
thrust myself into. I had all the wrong
study techniques, attempting to cut
corners to save time, skip meals, sleep
deprive. I did it all. It comes as no
surprise that I didn’t get into medicine,
but what I did gain was an invaluable
life lesson.
Through the years, I was never really
able to give myself the peace of just
getting on with my life. My passion for
medicine grew through the course of
my Neuroscience degree. I knew it was
what I wanted to do. But at the same
time I wanted to give myself a good
shake, tell myself to face facts, medicine wasn’t meant for me or perhaps I
wasn’t meant for medicine.
By the end of my degree, I had been
rejected 5 times by 3 diﬀerent universities. It was mentally exhausting.
That’s when I decided to come back to
Malaysia for my ﬁnal shot at medicine.
What does your down-time look like?
I’m actively involved in Malaysian
Medics International (MMI) helping to
organise medicine-related events for
my peers. I also enjoy having personal
time with my guitar and occasionally
destress with archery and rock climbing. During holidays, I like to catch up
on my reading list and movie list. After
being away from home for 9 years, I
make sure to leave some time for
family as well.

“My passion for medicine
grew through the course
of my Neuroscience degree.
I knew it was what
I wanted to do. ”

“I don’t believe in perfection
because it doesn’t exist.
Instead, I believe in striving
for perfection where trying
your best may unlock your
full potential.”
So, what exactly do you keep yourself
busy with, outside of your studies?
Prior to medicine, I volunteered at an old
folks’ home in Penang. I enjoyed the
conversations, the card games and the
laughs. I would hang around until they
had been fed their lunch before heading
home. At the beginning, I chose to volunteer as a means of passing the time and
helping out because it was the right
thing to do. But throughout my time
there, I began to make friends. One of my
favourite moments is the way their faces
would light up when I walked through
that door in the morning.

Picking up the guitar at the age of 21
and proceeding to perform in front
of an audience, as well as harbouring a love
for adventure are some of the few things
Zhi Miin enjoys in her down-time.

Fast forward through my medicine
course, I had held diﬀerent committee
positions in various clubs and societies
and involved myself in fundraising and
other charitable activities. A group of
friends and I had attempted to organise
a TEDx event in Ireland which was
converted into something arguably
better – a platform for students to create
and share ideas outside of the medical
ﬁeld. Suﬃce to say, I had caught the
event planning bug which led to my
involvement in MMI upon my return to
Malaysia in 2015. Through MMI, I was
able to network with my peers in medicine, reﬁne teamwork skills and gain
design skills.
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I held the role of Research Director in
2016/17 where I held a leadership
position for the ﬁrst time, including the
organisation of the Research Symposium
2017. Since my years at the University of
Otago, research has been strongly
embedded within our curriculum. I had
also spent my last year in Neuroscience
completing a dissertation with the
Psychology department. I spent my
summers during the ﬁrst two years of
medicine completing research projects
because I understand its importance and
respect the eﬀorts put towards it.

5:07 PM

The process of overcoming it was drawn
out over 4-5 years. It involved a lot of
self-reﬂection, mental pep-talks and
unquestionable support from friends
and family. Eventually, my acceptance
into the medicine programme can only
be attributed to my undeniable privilege
as the daughter of two hardworking
parents willing to give their unconditional emotional and ﬁnancial support
through another 5 years of tertiary
education.

Would you call yourself a role model?
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The term role model insinuates some
form of perfection in one’s actions, their
character or their social standing. By
those terms, I am far from being a role
model. I have made many mistakes and I
continue to do so. The only consolation
is that they are new mistakes to which I
can learn from and continue to grow as a
person. I don’t believe in perfection
because it doesn’t exist. Instead, I
believe in striving for perfection where
trying your best may unlock your full
potential.
What are your biggest achievements
so far?
I believe getting into medicine and
surviving it so far is one of my biggest
achievements. Aside from academia, I
like to think I’ve achieved some “life
points” throughout the years, including
picking up the guitar at the age of 21,
then somehow getting myself into
performing in front of an audience on
more than one occasion, as well as
playing a rudimentary version of the
bass guitar in front of said audience.
In Ireland, I managed to develop a love
for archery and rock climbing, particularly bouldering. I am not close to even
being good at either of these activities
but I consider myself taking them on as
an achievement in itself.

“I was young and naïve,
completely unprepared for
the competitive world I was
about to thrust myself into.”
There are also small challenges that
appear throughout the day. For example,
re-learning the Malay language after 9
years away to better communicate with
patients, learning a new song or riﬀ on
the guitar and ﬁguring out how to best
manage my time. Overcoming these
challenges require a balance between
expectation and reality, as well as an
unrelenting mindset to achieve these
goals. Although this may sound exhausting, but goals set out to achieve in a
reasonable amount of time with realistic
expectations is both rewarding and
motivating.

As more of a global citizen, do you have
any advice for future medical students,
and living abroad?
My advice on pursuing medicine is that
you have to be irrefutably certain of your
choice. Not your parents, not your
friends but you alone. We need doctors
who are passionate and caring not just
intelligent and hardworking. Medicine is
not a career to be chosen because you
have no idea what else to do. Please
think of your patients in this respect.
They need someone who will ﬁght for
them – not someone who will only do
the bare minimum.
On living abroad: keep an open mind.
Immerse yourself in the culture and
lifestyle, but that doesn’t mean letting
go of your own culture and beliefs. It
means exposing yourself and learning
about new things. Use the information
you’ve gathered through your experience to form new individualised
opinions and ideas. Never be afraid of
change and never be too stubborn to
change your own opinions in the
presence of new information. Do whatever suits you best and don’t be
ashamed to ask for help when you need
it. I believe the more practical advise of
caring for yourself, your friends and your
belongings can be oﬀered by other
friends and family members.
Where do you see your future headed?
I aspire to be both a clinician and a
researcher doing what I can for the
present and the future. That is the only
thing I can be certain of. With regards to
a specialty, I know that the obvious
choice would be Neurology given my
background in Neuroscience. Even so,
I want to keep an open mind because
my career will be dependent on
several other life factors. I’m trying not
to plan my future too tightly but rather
have a vague idea of the direction
I want to take it.
Contact us for further information:

What’s the biggest challenge you’ve
encountered along the way?
My biggest challenge was getting
through the mental battle of either
putting all my eﬀorts into the pursuit of
medicine or accepting “fate” and moving
on with my life.
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Awesome Mentor

ENDING THE CYCLE
OF POVERTY
with
PROJECT B

Meet Reverend Elisha,
dedicated founder of Dignity

for Children Foundation
and Project B cafe.

His aim to help provide
underprivileged children in
Malaysia with education
opportunities and a bright
future has caught the eye of
many - including the likes of
Barack Obama himself. EasyUni
sits down with the Reverend
to seek some much-needed
inspiration - and Project B’s
delicious cuisine!

“The idea is for the cafe to
be a training ground for
underprivileged students,
to serve local food, and be
a community space. ”
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Project B:
Now Serving

Reverend Elisha with his wife, Petrina

Why choose Sentul as the location for
Project B? Why is Sentul special to you?

What gave you the idea for Project B?
Nineteen years ago, God led Rev Elisha
Why a restaurant among other possible
and his wife, Petrina, to start a church
ventures?
here but encountered many poor
Project B cafe is the ﬁrst social enter- children who were not attending school.
prise by Dignity for Children Foundation, Instead, they started a learning center
supported with the kind help from which is now known as Dignity for
Berjaya Cares Foundation and Benjamin Children Foundation. Dignity for
Yong from The BIG Group. The idea is for Children has been rooted in Sentul for
the cafe to be a training ground for the past nineteen years. Therefore,
underprivileged students, to serve local Sentul is the best place for Project B
food, and be a community space.
to be.

What are the key milestones since the How is the feedback/reception on Project
establishment of Project B?
B so far?
One of our key milestones is the development of the capacity in running the
cafe within Dignity. Today, we are less
dependent in terms of operations and
have developed more ownership of
the cafe.

Project B has received a 4.3 out of 5
ratings on Facebook. We are grateful that
our customers are supportive and are
constantly giving us feedback. We hope
to do even better with their support in
the future. local set of meal (nasi kerabu,
ulam, BBQ chicken, and seafood with
As of 2016, there were thirty-two complimentary drink and dessert)
students trained in the cafe. All of was served at only RM31.
them graduated with a skill training
certiﬁcate from Project B. Some of
them are now pursuing a Diploma in
Culinary Arts and Diploma in Hotel
Management courses in local colleges.
There is also a student who has come
back to Project B to work as an assistant chef. Three more will be doing the
same after they have ﬁnished their
studies this year.
In terms of occasions at Project B, we
have annual fundraising events, a
catering business and the opportunity
to host community events. Our annual
funraising events have delivered over
600 meals during festive seasons last
year and this year whereby Raya meals
and Christmas meals are the main
donation drives. Our catering business
was launched in March 2016, and we
have been oﬀering our catering
service ever since, whether it is in the
cafe or for external meetings and Aside from Project B, what other projects
events.
does Dignity have going on?

“Today, we are less
dependent in terms
of operations and
have developed more
ownership of the cafe.
As of 2016, there were
thirty-two students trained
in the cafe. All of them
graduated with a skill
training certificate from
Project B.”

On Founding and
Pursuing Dignity

Additionally, we have been hosting
diﬀerent workshops and events such
as Alphabet city with The Alphabet
Press and Leo Burnett, coaching workshops, weddings, Mother’s Day and
Father’s Day dinners. On 31st of
August, we also hosted a Merdeka
Feast event where a local set of meal
(nasi kerabu, ulam, BBQ chicken, and
seafood with complimentary drink and
dessert) was served at only RM31.

“The main lessons that
we have learnt through
running Project B is that
we need to trust our
instincts and understand
that answers lie within.”

Dignity for Children Foundation
provides holistic education to underprivileged children between 1.5 years to
18 years old. Our education philosophy
is child-centered and we place a strong
value on educating the head, heart, and
hands. Dignity advocates and strongly
believes that learning should be grounded in real life.
Hence, we launched the skills training
(STEP) programs which includes food &
beverage (Project B), sewing, hairdressing (Cut x Dignity), woodwork, gardening,
early childhood and photography. We
are also looking forward to our next
social enterprise, Sew x Dignity, which
sells sewing products made by the
students.

Freshly-made prawn noodle and
mouth-watering local nasi lemak with
a side of beef rendang made by the
youths of Project B

What have you learned from putting up
Project B and Dignity as a whole?
One of the main lessons that we have
learnt through running Project B is that
we need to trust our instincts and
understand that answers lie within.
Over the years, we have hired a lot of
professionals with skills that we thought
would have beneﬁtted the cafe. But, we
eventually realised that the ones who
contribute are those who believe that
Project B equally has a lot of learning
to oﬀer. In short, we have learnt that
getting the right people who share and
believe in the same vision is what made
Project B what it is today.
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“We have learnt that
getting the right people who
share and believe in the same
vision is what made Project B
what it is today.”

A taste of Project B
How is the menu chosen? Does it change
from time to time?
The concept of the menu in Project B is
meant to be based on a short-term
thematic menu. We started oﬀ with the
fried chicken menu with a choice of the
Signature Combo, Malaysian Combo,
and Korean Combo provided by BIG.

Cut x Dignity, located in Sentul Boulevard, is the second Transformational Enterprise launched
by Dignity for Children Foundation to help students build a foundation of hair-dressing skills.

What can the youth today do to help
Dignity?

What should we look forward to
Project B and Dignity in the future?

The ﬁrst thing that youths can do is to
patronise our social businesses Project B and Cut x Dignity (both located in Sentul). They can also like our
Facebook page to stay tuned to more
updates. We also have a programme
for the youth to ‘Gift a Meal’ on their
birthdays. By participating, they can
bless a child with a RM 15 or RM 50
meal on their birthdays. Finally, as
mentioned before, we oﬀer catering
services where youths can organise
events, meetings, and workshops in
Project B, which could always use the
continuous support!

There is still a lot more Project B
wants to oﬀer. We are looking to
reﬁne the menu to make it more
local, healthier, and more aﬀordable.
We want to present a farm-to-table
concept in our menu in which our
ingredients come mainly from our
pesticide-free kitchen garden. In
addition, more of the merchandises
made by our sewing, woodwork, and
gardening class students will be
displayed for sale in the cafe. Also,
do expect more Dignity’s social
enterprises in Sentul.
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We started serving more variety in
March 2016. These menus are based
on local recipes such as nyonya laksa,
prawn noodle, beef rendang etc. We
want our customers to taste the most
local food made from fresh ingredients.
So, some things will change and some
things are here to stay. You can always
keep up to date on our menu via our
Facebook page!
What are the specialities of Project B?
What is the most popular dish on the
menu?
The most popular dishes are pasta
dishes, namely our Richmond’s aglio
olio pasta and Thai green curry pasta.
In terms of rice dishes, the Malaysian
combo which consists of nasi lemak
with 2 pieces of crispy fried chicken is
by far a popular choice as well.

‘Tis the Season
by Angelique F.Parungao

Make your loved ones the happiest
this Christmas with these one-of-a-kind gifts

machines.com.my

Amazing Mom

ezbuy.my

Xmas Gift Guide

lelong.com.my

The Ultimate

trueﬁttandhill.com.my

Momma deserves the best,
so don’t worry and splurge a lil’.

iPod Shuﬄe 2GB (RM189, Machines)
Smartphone Camera Lens (RM22, EzBuy)
Bluetooth Game Controller (RM48,
Lelong)

Awesome Dad
Show the main man in your life that you care with
these amazing gifts.
AIRism Lounge Set (RM79.90, Uniqlo)
Timex Men Expedition® Acadia Durable Nylon
Strap Watch (RM299.00, Lazada)
Sandalwood Luxury Shaving Soap In Wooden Bowl
(RM 185.00, Trueﬁtt and Hill)
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fashionvalet.com

Brother or Boyfriend? They will surely love
these!

zalora.com.my

Techie Guy

zalora.com.my

uniqlo.com

Beekah Earrings in Matte Gold
(RM249, Fashion Valet)
Mini City Bag With Polka Dot Printed Scarf
(RM169.90, Zara)
SK-II Facial Treatment Cleansing Oil
(RM258, Zalora)

Artsy Girl
Let your sis or girlfriend unleash her creativity
with these presents.

whiskeyriversoap.com

Best Friends
These amazing items will have you both
gushing together – like you always do!

hermo.my

paragonpieces.com

meeples.com.my

bershka.com

Mini Vr Headset (RM30, Typo)
Calligraphy Starter Kit (RM80, Stickerriﬁc)
Art Workshop (RM180-190, The Craft Crowd)

Bestie Journal (RM30, Amazon)
Beauty Bundle Box (RM36, Hermo)
Psychedelic iPhone Case (RM60, Paragon)

cottonon.com/MY

stickerriﬁc-store.com

amazon.com

Forever

Buddies

for Life

For the funny men in your life,
seal brotherhood with these.
Soap for A Man's Man
(RM50, Whiskey River Soap Co.)
Saboteur Board Game (RM63, Meeples)
Raglan baseball-style T-shirt
(RM59.90, Bershka)
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Gym, yoga, zumba, sports; we all aim to be at the epitome
of our ﬁtness at any given point of our lives – but have you considered the height of importance your mental ﬁtness holds?
Your brain is a powerhouse - engaging in thoughts,
driving emotions, storing memories, and controlling
behaviors 24/7. If your mental ﬁtness isn’t looked
after well enough, it would impact you physically
as well, dontchu think?

FUN
FACT

Enter SEEDS; your savior.

Did you know, 66.6666667%
of your brain consists of fat?
The brain’s consistency
is just like that of a tofu
Studies have shown that listening
to music strengthens the brain and
literally changes its structure;
yes, it’s actually true!
We have an average of 70,000
thoughts per day

There are no pain receptors
in the brain, so it can’t detect physical
pain or discomfort
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1

Sleep
Not only does sleep aid in the formation of long term
memories by strengthening them overnight, but it also
helps you recall those memories easier the next morning.

Action:
So put aside that phone, dim the lights, ﬂuﬀ your
pillows and make sure you get some shut eye

(7-9 hours, recommended)!

2

Socialise

Exercise
Did you know that exercising produces
a little thing called endorphins?
Or, to put it in simpler terms,
happy hormones!

Action:

There’s no need to procrastinate on this one
by constantly coming up with excuses about
joining the gym; simply put on your running
shoes (or a pair of converse, even, if you have
a pair lying around), and go for a brisk walk.
Your parents were right

-

5

Introvert or extrovert, studies have
shown that our neurotransmitters are
able to detect loneliness, and reduce
its synaptic strength when we are
lonely – resulting in lower capabilities
to restore memories.

Yeah – we’re not even kidding!

Action:

Whether its studies or just spending time
by yourself, don’t shut others out – your
parents, your friends, you signiﬁcant
other. It’s never a good idea to cave in
an unintentionally push yourself
towards loneliness.

– fresh air would do you good!

Engagement

3

Keeping your mind active just as much
as your body is crucial; stay sharp, and
your brain will do the rest of the work
for you, increasing vitality and creating
new pathways for further connectivity.

Action:

Try to challenge yourself and keep your mind
stimulated by picking up a skill such as a musical
instrument, or one of those seemingly-boring
crossword puzzle or chess games. Always be
curious (though not as much as the cat…
we all know what went down there).

Diet

4

There’s no need for one of those fad diets;
but there is a need for a well-balanced and
nutritious diet. Feed your mind while
feeding your body; not only does a full
stomach feels satisfying, it even triggers the
neurotransmitters in the brain to elevate
the overall mood of a person.

Action:

Replacing the bag of chips with colorful fruits and
paying more attention to your greens would do you
good. Burp your way to a healthier lifestyle!
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A GLIMPSE OF
RAMSAY SIME DARBY
HEALTHCARE COLLEGE

Ramsay Sime Darby Healthcare College
(‘The College’) is one of the pioneers in healthcare
education in Malaysia. The College has a track record of
academic excellence since its establishment in 1995.
Ramsay Sime Darby Healthcare College is registered with
\the Ministry of Higher Education as a Higher Education
Provider and the programmes offered by the College are
accredited by the Malaysian Qualifications Agency (MQA).
The College is a subsidiary of Ramsay Sime Darby Health
Care Group, which is a joint venture between iconic
organisations namely, Ramsay Health Care Limited of
Australia and Sime Darby Berhad of Malaysia.
Ramsay Sime Darby Healthcare College
was awarded the 6-STAR Outstanding Quality Rating by
the Malaysian Ministry of Higher Education in the
MyQuest2014/2015 quality rating of colleges, nationally.
The College was one of 9 to receive this award out of a
total of about 400 colleges in the country

ACCOLADES
•

20 years in Healthcare Education

•

6 STAR Outstanding Quality Rating in the MyQuest 2014/2015
awarded by the Ministry of Higher Education, Malaysia

•

Certified to ISO 9001:2008

•

Accreditation by the Malaysian Qualifications Agency (MQA)

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE
•

Hands-on clinical experience in our group of internationally recognized
hospitals guided by experienced Clinical Instructors

•

International Exchange Programs in Australia and Indonesia opportunity for attachments in Ramsay Hospitals.

•

An average of 99% Pass Rates over the last 20 years,
in the registration exams held by the Malaysian Nursing Board.

•

100% Pass and CGPA of > 3.0 for 93% of the class in the 2015 Medical
Assistant Program Final Exams (Reviewed by the Malaysian Medical
Assistant Board)

STUDENT SUPPORT
•

Financial Support - Loans and Scholarships

•

International and Local Student Accommodation Facilities

•

Student Counselling Services

•

Career Placement & Enhancement Services

GRADUATE DEMAND
•

95% Employed upon graduation or continued for further studies (Data 2015)

•

600 Ready Jobs available locally and internationally (for graduate nurses)

•

Over 10,000 graduates currently employed

•

Graduates in Demand Globally (Malaysia, Singapore, Australia,
Middle East and Germany)

On-the-Budget

wEscapes

You don’t have to spend a lot to experience the
BRRR months. Check out these places in Malaysia
that will give you the chills – literally.

inter

Genting Highlands

Bentong, Pahang

The temperatures can get to
as low as 5 to 10°C.

For those looking for a quick escape from the city,
but want to do more than just R&R, Genting Highlands
is the destination for you. It is the country’s version of
Las Vegas (those who are aged 21 and above can legally
gamble here), and is dubbed as the “City of Entertainment.”
There are at least six hotels located in the area, as well as dining
options, a shopping mall, and of course, the theme parks – with a new
addition, the 20th Century Fox Theme Park, slated to open early next year!

Cameron Highlands
Pahang

During the day, the
temperature can go
a maximum of 25°C;
night; it can drop
at night,
to as low as 12°C.

About 200 km from Kuala Lumpur is Malaysia’s highest point accessible
by road. Cameron Highlands is the country’s most extensive hill station
covering an area of 712km², which is about the size of Singapore. Famous
attractions include the Gunung Brinchang, which at 6,666 feet above sea
level, is the highest point in Malaysia accessible by car, and the Butterﬂy
Garden. Don’t forget to drop buy the Boh Tea Centre and Sg Palas Plantation
for some tea to bring home to KL and do get yourself some red,juicy strawberries and sweet honey, too!

Bentong, Pahang
Being in Bukit Tinggi is like being transported to another country.
Located 2,500 feet above the sea level, it rests an hour away
from Kuala Lumpur. Bukit Tinggi’s French-styled village, Colmar
Tropicale, is famous for its European-style village, complete with
cobblestone walks and rustic architecture. Another favourite
destination in Bukit Tinggi is the Japanese Village which has
a Japanese Tea house, an authentic Japanese Restaurant,
botanical garden, spa and Tatami suites.
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Temperatures can go as low as 20°C.

Temperatures usually
range from 17°C to 25°C
throughout the year.

Fraser’s Hill
Raub District, Pahang
Another popular destination, this place is two hours away from Kuala Lumpur.
Aside from the cold climate, did you also know that Fraser’s Hill is one
of Malaysia's few pristine forests, with a high level of biodiversity? Yup
and it was ﬁrst recognised by the English botanist Henry Nicholas Ridley
in 1897. With that, visitors can enjoy various nature activities such as
trekking and bird watching, as well as golf if you’re up for
an entirely relaxing sport.

Kelabit Highlands
Sarawak
Temperatures can go as
low as 16ºC. Some even
say it could be as cold
as 7ºC!

Famous for jungle trekking, the highland plateau is located
between the Gunung Mulu National Park and Kalimantan,
Indonesia. It is the home of the Kelabit people, one of Sarawak's
ethnic groups, who have been living here for hundreds of years.
Make sure you head down in July to celebrate the Pesta Nukenen
(Bario Food and Cultural Festival) with the locals. This threeday ﬁesta celebrates the unique food, farming,
forest, and cultural heritage of the Kelabits.

Kundasang
Sabah
The hills are alive in Kundasang! With the lush greeneries,
During night time temperatures
the mesmerising mountain backdrop, and abundance of cows
can go as low as 13ºC.
– you would think you are in New Zealand! Located 6kms from
the Kinabalu National Park, it is known for its fresh produce, most especially
the vegetable market (which opens all week long!) Aside from visiting
Desa Dairy Farm, you can also go for a Tandem Paragliding or enjoy
soaking in hot springs. If you love stargazing, Kundasang is the best place
for you, too. You might even get a chance to spot the Milky Way
just with your naked eyes.
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Chilly temperatures range
from 10°C to 15°C.

Bukit Larut
Taiping, Perak
Formerly known as Maxwell Hill, it is the oldest hill resort in Malaysia, founded
in 1884. Located approximately 1,250m above sea level, it is the wettest place in
Malaysia, receiving an annual rainfall of over 500cm, the highest rainfall in
the country. However, don’t let the rain dampen your spirit. This place is
perfect for nature lovers and bird watchers. Keep an eye out for the golden s
unﬂowers grown here, as they are the largest of their kind in the country.

Penang Hill
Air Itam, Penang

During the day,
the temperature can go
a maximum of 25°C;
at night,
night; it can
drop to as low as 12°C.

Also known by its other name Bukit Bendera, it is the ﬁrst colonial
hill station developed in Peninsular Malaysia. Accessible only via
the Penang Hill Railway from its base station at Hill Railway Station
Road, Penang Hill is the only place in the country with a fully
-functional funicular railway system. From the top of the hill,
you can view the George Town, as well see as the diverse
species found there.
Temperatures can range
from -4°C to 12°C, depending
on the season. If you are
lucky and can climb to the top
of the mountain in
December or January,
you might even see frost,
ice, or even snow at
the summit.
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Mount Kinabalu
Sabah

The highest mountain in the Malay Archipelago and the 20th most
prominent mountain in the world, the UNESCO World Heritage
site Mount Kinabalu is probably every hiker’s dream.
An International Climbathon happens every year for those who
are experienced and trained. However, those who want to
experience climbing Kinabalu can conquer Low's Peak
– just make sure that you are in good health condition to do so.

Looking for
more advice,
tips and tricks
about university?
Connect with us via social media
for more information and updates
– and a behind the scenes look
at what EasyUni gets up to!

YouTube: HescarVideos
Twitter: @easyuni
Instagram: @easyuni
Facebook: EasyUni Malaysia

Be Inspired

What

Ring in 2018

Resolutions?
a checklist

by Angelique F.Parungao

We’ve all had our New Year’s Resolutions every year, but how many of those have we actually kept?
Here’s what some famous people have to say about living the new year without a resolution.

“For years I would do these kind of resolutions like, ‘God, let me know love.’ I remember writing that in 2004.
And then what you get hit with is everything that isn’t love to see if love will show up. So I just said,
‘I ain’t asking God for nothing else.’ Don’t ask for courage ‘cause you’ll get a whole lot of things that will
cause you to have to have courage! So I don’t make them anymore.”

Oprah Winfrey - TV Host, Actress, Philanthropist

“I made no resolutions for the New Year.
The habit of making plans, of criticizing, sanctioning and
molding my life, is too much of a daily event for me. ”

Anaïs Nin, Author

Kindness, kindness, kindness. I want to make a New Year's
prayer, not a resolution. I'm praying for courage.

Susan Sontag - Writer, Film Maker, Political Activist
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ellengoodman.com
chickeneggpics.org

“I hope that in this year to come,
you make mistakes. Because if you
are making mistakes, then you are
making new things, trying new
things, learning, living, pushing
yourself, changing yourself,
changing your world. You're doing
things you've never done before,
and more importantly, you're Doing
Something. So that's my wish for
you, and all of us, and my wish for
myself. Make New Mistakes. Make
glorious, amazing mistakes. Make
mistakes nobody's ever made
before. Don't freeze, don't stop,
don't worry that it isn't good
enough, or it isn't perfect, whatever
it is: art, or love, or work or family
or life. Whatever it is you're scared
of doing, Do it. Make your mistakes,
next year and forever.”

Neil Gaiman - Writer

The object of a New Year is not that
we should have a new year. It is that
we should have a new soul and a
new nose; new feet, a new
backbone, new ears, and new eyes.
Unless a particular man made New
Year resolutions, he would make no
resolutions. Unless a man starts
afresh about things, he will
certainly do nothing eﬀective.

G.K. Chesterton - Poet,
Philosopher, Journalist

Keeping
your
New Year’s
Resolution
BUT...if you are still
determined to make one,
here are some tips on
how to stick to them
Tell people about them:

This makes you more accountable to
other people than you yourself knowing
about it. They can also serve as
motivators and maybe push you
to achieve your goals.

Be clear about your
resolution:

Why exactly are you doing these
changes? If you cannot answer that, then,
you will probably have a problem
achieving them.

Keep your resolutions
trackable:

In any goals, the way to ensure
success is if you can track your progress.
Make sure you put a system in place that
will help you keep track of how far
you have gone. Pro-tip: Download
an app or write them down,
whichever is easier for you to do.

Plan it out:

Knowing how you can achieve your goals
will tremendously help you in reaching
them. Plus, it’s easier to sync it with your
lifestyle if you know how and when your
actions will aﬀect you.

Push yourself,
but also reward yourself:

Nothing beats challenging a person to
know how much they can reach, but also
be fair. When you achieve what you want
to achieve, give yourself a break and have
a little prize when you meet your goal.

We spend January 1 walking through
our lives, room by room, drawing up a
list of work to be done, cracks to be
patched. Maybe this year, to balance
the list, we ought to walk through the
rooms of our lives…not looking for
ﬂaws, but for potential.”

Ellen Goodman - Pulitzer-Prize
Winner Journalist

Achievable New Year’s
Resolutions for Students
No matter how stressful this year will be,
I vow to take care of my health by
sleeping, exercising, and eating healthy.
I will also break a bad habit
– bye, bye, procrastination!
Look for a mentor that I can meet
regularly to discuss school
and my future.
Give back to the school community and
support a cause I am passionate about.
Learn to budget my money; nothing
beats starting as early as now!
Meet people outside of my clique;
it’s never too late to make
new acquaintances.
Spend less time on the Internet and
social media; read more stuﬀ oﬄine
like books and newspapers.
Reconnect with friends oﬄine – hang out
and spend some quality time with them.
Work your way to becoming a better
student than you were last year.

Enjoy the destination,
not the journey:

Whatever happens to your resolution,
don’t forget to appreciate the things you
have done and achieved along the way.
Do not just focus on the result. While it is
the ultimate goal, what you have learned
from the process will make you a better
person – beyond your resolutions.
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Hosted at the KL Convention Center, Malaysia’s largest Postgraduate Education
Fair 2017 brought together more than 50,000 fresh graduates on a 2-day journey
to discover many postgraduate courses and career options. The main goal was to help
those who are looking for the right path to take - and it was a huge success!
The education fair was a big hit among students and parents. Hundreds of local
representatives gathered at one place to provide quality
and international universities
’
advice, services and even presentations on life during and after postgraduate studies.
In addition, the fair also invited expert advisers to help improve student resumes
and help with postgraduate applications in their innovative Resume Clinic.
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Never
miss an
issue!

Every issue of Easyuni’s Ultimate University Guide
is a treasure trove of the latest information and
in-depth research. Every issue is equipped
with the right knowledge to help you make an
informed decision in choosing a course
and university of your choice

Start my subscription NOW!

easyuni.my Ultimate University Guide
Name
Occupation
Email
Mobile Phone
Payment (either cash/cheque)
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